
 

- - - # - - - - - - - - - - - - Creates a list of files and directories to be archived Create a list of files and/or directories Creates a list
of files and/or directories to be archived. You can save the created filelist to a directory or add it directly to the FTP session. If
the target directory is different from the source directory, you can set the 'From' and 'To' options. Set the name of the filelist, if
the target directory or the FTP session does not have a specific name. Select the files to archive, or only some directories from
the target directory. Select the files to archive, or only some directories from the target directory. (...) You can select multiple
directories to archive. Select multiple directories to archive. Select all the files in a directory, or any of them. Select all the files
in a directory, or any of them. Change the 'From' and 'To' options, to archive a single file or a group of files. Change the 'From'
and 'To' options, to archive a single file or a group of files. If the selected files are located in different directories, you can
change the 'From' and 'To' options. (...) Once the filelist is created, you can change the 'Delete' option, to delete the filelist if the
target directory is different from the source directory. Once the filelist is created, you can change the 'Delete' option, to delete
the filelist if the target directory is different from the source directory. #Examples: (F8) /ArbitraryDirectoryName/ | Browse |
(F5) | Arrange | Create | A | B | C (...) ArbitraryDirectoryName/ ArbitraryDirectoryName/ | Browse | (F5) | Arrange | Create | A |
B | C #Usage: Create a list of files to be archived Create a list of files to be archived. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (F8)
/ArbitraryDirectoryName/ | Browse | (F5) | Arrange | Create | A | B | C - - - ArbitraryDirectoryName/ - - -
ArbitraryDirectoryName/ | Browse | ( 70238732e0
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Macro that evaluates to true if the specified error is included in the message string of a Windows error code. DWORD
Description: Macro that returns the number of the Windows error code being treated. HRESULT Description: Macro that
returns the HRESULT being treated. HRESULT SDB_OK Code: "0" Error: "0" ErrorDescription: "0" SEARCH_FIELD
Description: Macro that searches the message string for the specified field value. If found, macro returns the number of the
starting position of the field in the string. HRESULT SEARCH_FIELD(LPCWSTR szField, LPCWSTR szFieldValue)
Description: Macro that searches the message string for the specified field value. If found, macro returns the number of the
starting position of the field in the string. SIZE_T Description: Macro that returns the size of the passed string in units of
characters. HRESULT SIZE_T(LPCTSTR psz) Description: Macro that returns the size of the specified string in units of
characters. There’s an old saying that “the first rule of poker is to not talk about the game.” It makes sense because the point of
the game is to avoid giving your opponent information. However, sometimes, we can’t help ourselves. Once in a while, the poker
chat just gives us too much information. While there’s absolutely no use to blabbing about a hand to everyone on the table, it’s
good to remember that poker forums are in public and you never know who is on the other end of the line. See that question
mark at the end of the quote? That’s an exclamation point. I left it in there on purpose because this tip is meant to make you
think. If you see a question mark in a post, know that the person in question is talking to you. This tip is a little obscure. I
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